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Category:Sinhala literature Category:History of Sri Lanka Category:Modern history of Sri Lanka Category:Buddhist missions Category:Buddhism in Sri Lanka Category:Christianity in Sri LankaQ: WinRT EventPunk Receive returns "The wait for a socket operation timed out" I am developing a Windows Store App, that uses C#, XAML and the EventPunk library. The
connection was working fine, but after some changes to the connection code I started getting the following error on some machines, but not all: The wait for a socket operation timed out (Error code 10060) In my app I am making a UDP request to an external machine, using the ReceiveAsync method. In the documentation ( the method is said to be async, with the await keyword.
But it seems to me that I am doing something wrong. I dont know if this error is connected to another problem. Because I am making a request in a different thread and calling ReceiveAsync asynchronously the whole thread is blocked. I am using the following code, but its giving an exception on the awaiting ReceiveAsync method: public void WUDP_Receive(IAsyncAction
action) { action.Wait(); var args = action.AsyncState as UdpDataEventArgs; args.SocketErrorCode = args.SocketErrorCode; args.SocketErrorDescription = args.SocketErrorDescription; } Unfortunatelly it seems like the ReceiveAsync function is not completing async or anyhow I am doing something wrong, but I am not able to identify the problem. I hope anyone can shed some
light on this :) A: A colleague of mine came up with a solution to this problem: I had to add the _owner property to the IAsyncAction, because some of the methods and properties (that can be referenced from the ThreadingModel) get lost while they are still on the stack. IAsyncAction action = new IAsyncAction(_
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